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HOURI

15pts

St. Cloud State University recently acquired a collection of 261
letters written by author Sinclair Lewis. Whom was Sinclair Lewis
writing these romantically inclined letters to?
-Marcella Powers

25 pts

What 1996 political candidate said, "Al Gore resorted to the lowest,
dirtiest, most unconscionable trick in the political book. He called
me a nice guy."
-Jack Kemp

60 pts

In the TV series "Goosebumps," Adam West played a comic book
character that came t6 life. What was his hero's name?
-- Galloping Gazelle

45pts

We here at Area 51 would like, in order, from first to fifth, the top
five states to have reported UFO sightings, according to the
National UFO Reporting Center in spring 1996?
-- Washington
-- California
-- Oreg6n
-Florida
- Minnesota

40pts

In the movie "Hot Shots, Part Deux," Harley is sent to rescue a
freedom fighter named Dexter Hagman. Dexter Hagman had also
won a Nobel prize for inventing what?
-- the artificial appendix

70pts

Who was the author of the book published in 1940, entitled While
England Slept?
-- John F(iztgerald) Kennedy

10 pts

What is "the game that ties you up in knots?"
- Twister

30 pts

What children's magazine features the adventures of Goofus and
Gallant?
-- Highlights for Children

20pts

What are the three galleries that comprise America's
Smithsonian?
- . Remembering, Imagining, Discovering

..,.

HOUR2

15 pts

~

-

In the Warner Brothers Cartoon, Daffy Duck tries to

convince Porky Pig that he is Robin Hood. How much
did Daffy say he paid for his trusty quarter-staff?
--A buck and a quarter ($1.25)
25pts

What is the significance of the name of Carter's
Production Company, Ten-Thirteen?
--it is his date of birth _(his birthday)
(

60pts

Everyone is-familiar with the popular floor game
"Twister", but when it is set up with the characters from
Beverly Hills, 90210 on the play mat what do you call it?
----Entangle

45pts

In ].996, Tri-Star Pictures admitted that the film
"Philadelphia" was based in point on the life. of wha,t

New York lawyer? ·
--Geoffrey Bowers ,
ry
~

40 pts

On August 16, 1996 where was the Major League .Baseball game
between the San Diego Padres and the New York Mets held at and
who was the winning pitcher?
--Monterrey, Mexico;
--Fernando Valenzuala ~

. 90 pts

Orson Welles, director, actor, writer-well, you get the
idea - wrote and illustrated a book for his twelve-year old daugbter
for Christmas in 1956. What was the name he put on the cover of
the book?
---The Bravadeurs-bring the saint out of the
Church

lOpts

Sons of Confederate Veterans, a non-profit
organization, had applied for special plates in
Maryland,-only to have them recalled because of the
emblem they beared. What was the emblem of
contraversy.
---confederate flag -

HOUR3

15pts

What was the first silent film to win an Oscar for Best Picture?
--.- "Wings"

25pts

Give us the name of the Bone co~sins in the comic book series_
"Bone?"
-- Fone
- Phoney - Smiley

65pts

(Audio file# 164) Of what film is this man speaking, and who was

the director?

(27.6 sec)
-The Jazz Singer (1927)
-- Alan Crosland -

40pts

Who is the creator of the satirical First Family paper dolls
published by Dover?
-- Tom Tierney

45pts

What is the species name of the beluga whale?
- Delphi apterus leucas
·

90pts

Like the game Clue, the board game Nick at Nite has rooms that
you must visit in order to finish the game. Please give us the
names of these 8 rooms.
- Welcome mat in the foyer
- Kitchen
-- Bathroom
-- Bedroom
-- Den
-- Game Room
-- Stairway
- Laundry Room

- 10 pts

Give us the name of the Christmas movie that stars Arnold
Schwarznegger and was filmed in the Twin Cities?
- "Jingle All the Way"

35 pts

On the TV series "Battlestar Galactica," what is the name of
Starbuck's father?
-- Chameleon

20pts

What United States national Park has 8,147,000 acres of land to
comprise it?
- Wrangell-St. Elias (Alaska)

HOUR4

15pts

Who sang the theme song for- "Peewee's Playhouse".
--Cyndi Lauper

20 pts

What city hosted the Official 1996 Crayola parade?
.:'-Easton (Pennsylvania)

60pts

Who was the 1995 Minnesota Honey Queen?
--Allyson Nordwall

45pts

In the Simpsons, what treatment wa~ used on Ned Flanders as
a child to control his anger?
- The University of Minnesota ~pankalogical Protocol

35pts

Please give us the names of Playgirls 10 sexiest men of 1996?
--Bill Pullman
-Pete Sampras
-Mathew McCoriaughey
-Ed Burns
-Kevin Sorbo
-Tyson Beekford
,-Kelly Slater
-Billy Dean
-Jared Leto
- John Travolta

lO0pts

David Schwimmer, who plays Ross on NBC's Friends , and
seven of his classmates at the Nm:thwestern _University in
Evanston,-m. formed a theatre -company. What was the name of
the company that he and his real life "friends" started?
-Lookingglass Theater Company

10 pts

In a recent episode of the X-Files Danna Scully recieves a
tatoo. The tatoo she gets is a symbol from what TV series?
--Milleneum

40 pts (TO)

On the TV show Gilligan's Island, what is written on the life
saver of the S.S. Minnow?
-S.S. Minnow, Island Carter, Exotic Trip, free lunches

25pts

Who did TV Guide name as the 3 greatest TV stars of all time?
-Lucille Ball, Johnny Carson, Jackie Gleason

-

HOURS

20pts

What is Tiger Woods first name?
-- Eldrick
Though it is touring with the America's Smithsonian exhibit
what museum is the "home" of Dorothy's Ruby Slippers?
- National Museum of American History

55pts

In WB cartoon series "Freakazoid, " every time Freakazoid loses a

15pts

sidekick, (and he loses a lot of them), what drink does he drown
his sorrows in?
- papaya juice ( he's allergic to cranberry juice)
55pts

What was the name of the only soap opera star to have earned a
World Series Ring?
-- John Beradino (Steve Hardy of "General Hospital")

20pts

In the TV show the X-Files, Fox Mulder was accidently given 2

different birth dates for a few episodes. What are the 2 birth dates
given?
-Oct 13 & Oct 11
150 pts

In 1996, a film collector decided to give two of his silent movies to

the American Film Institute. One of the two movies has been
confirmed by the Institute to be three years older than "Birth of a
Nation," thus making it the oldest, complete American feature
film intact. Please give us the name of the two donated films .
- "Richard III"
- "When Bearcat went Dry"
lOpts

What video game has "Play it Loud," as·their current slogan?
- Nintendo

40pts

(Audio Disk File# 51) Please give us the title of this piece, the
group performing it, and the name of the film soundtrack on
which it appears. (19.6 sec.)
--Trainspotting
-Primal Scream
--Trainspotting

30pts

Please give us the name of the couple who were married at the top
of the Big Slide at the Minnesota State Fair in 1996?
-- Stacey (Pittroff) & Robert Barona

HOUR6

15pts

In the game Yahtzee, what is a Yahtzee?
-- five of a kind

25pts

What was Minnie- Pearl's full real name?
- Sarah Ophelia~Colley Cannon

60pts

Here' our annual Crayola Crayon question. Please give us the
names of the six colors in which you could have purchased Crayola
Christmas lights in?
- Blizzard Blue
-Forest Green
- Radfcal Red
-Gold
- Tickle Me Pink - PurplePizzazz or
Pizzazz Purple

40pts

VISUAL TRIVIA# 8 Who's numbe,r did Kirby Puckett have on his
baseball hat during the sold out Kirby Puckett night in September
to honor his retirement?
- Rod Carew (#29)

45pts

Please give us the three music related ~fall of Fame's that Johnny
Cash has been inducted into?
-- Country Music (Hall Of Fame)
- Songwriters (Hall Of Fame)
. -- Rock and Roll (Hall Of Fame)

120pts

Please give us the eigh.t people who were· recognized in the 1996
Twin Citian Volunteer Hall of Fame as selected by Mpls/ST. Paul
Magazine?
- Linda Mona
- Melony Michaels
- Dorthea Burns
- Norm Hageboeck
- Nicky Carpenter - Diana Hageboeck ·
- Charles M. Denny Gr.) - Martha Zachary

16'pts

- What parade held on New Year's day has floats decked out in _
flora?
-- The Tournament of Roses Parade

35pts

Please give us the names of the ~brothers who make up the Einstein
Brothers Bagels logo.
·
-- Elmo & Melvin

25pts

In what year and in what country was the first soccer game played
under lights? =- 1878; England
·

HOUR7
In the TV series the X-Files, what was Scully's Father's rank in the

Navy?
- Captain ,, , ,

,--.. -.. ··:;.·

30 pts

VISUAL TRIVIA #3 This represents a first. Which first?
- First telephone directory

60pts

Please give us the name of the first female bullfighter of first rank
or matador de toros.
- Cristina Sanchez

35pts

What is the full name of the farmer that Fern gave Wilbur to in
the Paramont movie Charlotte's Web?
--Homer L Zucherman (Zucker-man)

30pts

What is the name of the Britain's royal yacht that. is scheduled to
be decommissioned in late June of this year that shares it's name
with a brand of jeans?
-Britannia

120 pts

In the radio commercial for Carnival Fun, a scratch off game

sponsored by the Minnesota State Lottery, what were the
requirements for winning the large bear? (ANSWERS NEED NOT
BE IN ORDER)
-- Standing on one leg; - blindfolded;
- knock down 3 bottles; -- behind the back throw;
- knuckleballs (only);
- twirling a hula hoop;
~ wearing a red shirt;
- chewing bubble gum;
- wiggling ears
- composing a symphony;
30pts

Everyone associates Jimmy Carter with Habitat for Humanity, but
we'd like to know who the actual founder was and in what city and
state it all started in?
-Millard Fuller, Americus Georgia

20pts

Please give us the full name of Madonna's new baby.
- Lourdes Maria Ciccone Leon

15 pts

(Audiodisc file#273) Please name this artist? (5.9 sec)
-Arlo Guthrie

HOURS

-

15_pts

Who invented Dolby sound? _
- Ray(mond) Dolby

20pts

What town is the -hatching place, oops, birthplace of Rush
Limbaugh?
- Cape Girardeu, Missouri

50pts

In the cartoon series "Tiny Toon Adventures," Plucky Duck
decided to go on summer vacation with Hamton and his family.
Plucky prepared for tne trip by bringing along a comic book to read.
What was the name of the comic book?
-- Immature Radioactive Samurai Slugs

25 pts

(Audiodisc file# 57) Please identify this IJ1ysterious North
American Bird -.
: Cedar Waxwing

30pts

The United States Supreme court ruled _in 1972, that single people
in the state of Massachusetts could no longer be prevented from
purchasing what?
· - Contraceptives or birth control

lO0_pts

According to the parents of a 5 year old Swedish boy, how do you
pronounce this name? (ANNOUNCERS PLEASE SPELL). _
Brfxxccxxmnpcccclllmmnprxl 1116?
,
- Albin

lOpts

. What food product claimed to help the bodies in twelve different
· ways?
- Wonder Bread

,..

35pts

Every TV show in the TV series "The Man from U.N.C.LE.," the
title included the word affair. What kind of Affair was it when they
made a TV movie of the series in later years?
- "The Fifteen,Year Later (Affair)"

20 pts

On Augµst 25, 1996 the state fair had Milk Run Day. Among the
many_festivities surrounding this beverage, was a n:tilk bubble
blowing contest. Who was the winner of the 11:15 a.m.
competition?
-- Erny Richardson ( and you thought all she did was
write trivia questions!!!) -__

C

_/

HOUR9

15pts

Who originally sang "Mony, Mony?"
-- Tommy James & the Shondelles

20pts

Who devised the Centigrade scale of temperature?
-- Anders Celsius

65pts

Last fall, news of life on Mars eclipseg the presidential race for a
short time. The worlds attention was focused on a meteor from
Mars offering proof that "... bacteria may have lived in or near the
rock billion of years ago ...," What we , here at Area 51 would like to
know is the name or designation' of this rock.
--ALH84001

40pts

Where would you find the world's highest dam?
-- Bhakra, India

35pts

Who created the Boysenberry?
-,
- Rudolph Boysen

85pts

VISUAL TRIVIA # 1 Who was the model for this world known

J

trademark?
- Ann Turner Cook
15 pts

(Audiodisc #50) Who is this musician? (18.4 sec)
-Bob Marley

45pts

In the animated series of "Godzilla," what is the name of
Godzilla's son?
-Godzo9ky

20pts

In 1974, Hank Aaron broke Babe Ruth's home run record of 714.
By the time he retired in 1976, how many home runs had Aaron
hit?
C
-- 755

HOUR10

15 pts

What 6 colors do you find in a regular bag of peanut M&M's?
- Brown
- Blue
-- Orange
- Red
~ Yellow
- Green

20 pts

Who plays keyboards in the Muppet band, the Electric Mayhem?
- Dr. Teeth

50pts

Who purchased John F. Kennedy's golf clubs at Jackie O's auction?
- Arnold Schwarzenegger ~

35pts

From February 1st to April 30th of 1995 at the Mall of America, one
was able to walk into a duplicate of a Russian spacecraft. Which
space craft?

~

-Mirl

"

55 pts -

(Audidisc# 174) Please name these two Astronauts
-Frank Borman
7 -Jim Lovell (Apollo 8)

lO0pts

When Jane Austen's novel Pride and Prejudicewas initially
submitted for publication, it had a different title. What was the
original title of this, the most popular of her works?
-- First Impressions

lOpts

What is the name of Snoopy's little yellow feathered friend?
-- Woodstock

30pts

Which TV series has the most spin offs?
- "Star Trek"

20pts

In the DC comics world, what was Nightwings previous juvenile
superhero name?
- Robin

Hourll
lOpts

What city and state claims title of Superman's Earth
residence?
-- · Metropolis, Illinois

20pts

Name the country which was 1st to get the X-Files
episodes on videotape?
-Japan

60pts

(Audidisc #62) Name this TV program. (:09.8 secs)
-- "In the News"

,55 pts

To honor the anniversary of the 100th modern Olympic
games, we would 1ike to know what country was 100th in line in
the Atlanta opening ceremonies. Your odds are about 1 in 197,
alphabetically speaking.
-- Latvia

35pts

Please give us the name .of the Jingle-writer featured on Snyder's
radio commercials.
1 Saul

95pts

;,1

On the daytime soap opera Days of Our Lives, Drake Hogestyn
plays a character now known as John Black. His true identity is
still unknown and over the past decade he has been o:r was
suspected of being seven different people. Name the other six.
I

-- John Stevens
- (The) Pawn
- Roman Brady

-- Forrest Alamain
-- Father John Black
-- Romulus

15 pts

What is the name of Keanu Reeves' band?
-- Dogstar

45pts

From the comic strip Calvin and Hobbes, Calvins 1st
archaelogical dig unearths what he calls a Calvinasaur. What
nine items make up a Calvinasaur?
- -1 knife
- 1 bottle
-- 2 cups
- 2 cans
- 3 forks

For 30 pts

(Visual trivia) #2 : what is the name of the doctor who
attended these quints births?
-Allan Roy Dafoe(the girls are the Dionne Quints)

HOUR12

15 pts

Who played Bret Maverick on TV?
.\'
-- James Gaq,.er

_30 pts

What is the state dance for South Carolina?
- The Shag

70p.ts

What is the name and the brand of the first athletic shoes ever to ·
be named after a woman athlete?
·
- Sheryl Swoopes/ NIKE

25pts

(Audidisc # 186) This ,number was produced for what movie?
(:36 sec)
·
·
- "The Wizard of Oz"

40pt~

What is the name of the exam that all London cab drivers' must
pass in o;der to·be licensed to drive a taxd
- "The Knowledge"

lO0pts

What is the dedication on the plaque of the USS Voyager in the TV
series ~•star Trek: Voyager?"
-:: "When I dipt into the future far as humna eye
could see; saw the Vision of the world, and all the ~
wonders that could be"
(The quote is from Alfred Lord Tennyson's 1842 poem
"Locksley Hall") ·
·

/ ~10 pts

What is the stateoird of Utah?
· - the· seagull

45pts

If you_have chionophobia, you have the fear of what?
,- Snow

30 pts

New~ update! We have~ update
last year'; big point question. ,...
A new food on a stick was introduced this year at the state fair
consisting of a Belgian waffle, dipped in Swiss chocolate, topped
with a crunchy coating and whipped cream. What was the name of
this newest delight on a stick?
- Fudge Puppies

01;

HOUR13
15 pts

Name the group and video that won MTV's video music aword
for Best Alternative Music Video of 1995?
-- Weeier, "Buddy Holly"

30 pts

Give us Rush Limbaugh's middle name.
-- Hudson

65pts

In the cartoon world, what is the nickname given to Norville

Rogers.

•

-

-Shaggy'
35pts

What former Playboy Playmate of the Year introduced Greg
Brady to a life of rock and roll as Johnny Bravo?
--Claudia Jennings

50pts

Please give us the name of the Tony-Award winner who wrote
the score for the Broadway mll5ical "Big River" which appeared
in New York on April 25, 1985.
-Roger Miller

70pts

In game 6 of the 1991 World Series, who caught the ball that

Kirby Pu_ck~tt homered on in extra innings that sent the Twins
to game 7?
-Joe Reis

'

lOpts

Who was the 1st American to win a gold medal at the 1996
Olympics?
- Tom Dolan

50pts

What was the absolute first comic magazine ever published
and what year was if published in?
•
--The Wasp, 1802

20pts

What composer is responsible for the following operas:
"MacBeth," " La Traviata" and "Falstaff?"
- Giuseppe Verdi
'

HOUR 14

15 pts

· In what city would you find the

'
25 pts
60pts

40pts

twin World Trade Centers?

-- New York City

What Bing Crosby's full name?
- Harry Lillis "Bing" Crosby
Entertainment ~weekly. presented a pseudo memo suggesting six
other possible "Homeboy" premises in an article discttssing UPN's
new fall sitcom, "Homeboy's in Space." Please~give_us those titles.
-- Ho:q:,.eboys in Salem;
- Homeboys in Camelot;
- Homeboys in Gettysburg;
- Homeboys in a Petri Dish;
- Little Homeboys on the Prairie; and
- Homeboys at tl_le Wailing Wall
(TO) (Audidisc # 40) Please name this "film and its director.

(17.2 secs)
The Wild Bunch
Sam Pelkinpah
40 pts

In the TV series "WKRP in Cincinnati," Johnny Fever was giving

away tickets to a Who concert to the caller who could finish the
sentence "Disco is ... ? What did Johnny accept as the correct
answer?
- (Disco is) Hell
95 pts

On April 29, 1976 this famous person jumped the fence at
Graceland in an attempt to meet his idol, Elvis Presley. Despite the
fact that he had been on the covers of Time and Newsweek the
previous October, this fan was still escortec! off the grounds by
security guards. Please give us his name.
- Bruce Springsteen

10 pts

What TV network has a peacock as one of their logos?
- NBC OR National Broadcasting Company

45pts

1n' what city and state would you find the only diamond mine in

the continuous forty eight states?
- Murfreesboro, Arkansas
20pts

Who devised the Richter Scale?
- Charles Richter

·

HOUR15
Theaters around the country changed the oil they used in popcorn
because studies revealed it had a very high fat content and could be
a serious health hazard. What kind of oil were they using?
- coconut
20pts

What are the two countries that meet at the longest undefended
border in the World?
-- U.S. and Canada

60pts

On "The Munsters", Grandpa had a divining rod (direction _finder)

that he transisterized to locate more than water. What were the
other things he could find with it?
- girls, metal, flying objects
45pts

In 1980 a device was created with which it is possible to produce
images of individual atoms or crystal surfaces. What is this de,vice
called and who are the 2 creators?
--Scanning-tunneling microscope
-Henrich Rohrer, Gerd Binnig

35pts

(Audidisc # 126) Please name this angry bandleader. (25.2 secs)

- Art Blakey
75pts

Who said "I have become a cautious fan of some of the metal guys,
because I've recorded some of their music, and I've come to
appreciate their musicianship and showmanship. I'm talking
mega stars like Eddie Van Halen. His records are very
entertaining and very musically dynamic. I also like Alice Cooper,
Metallica ..."
- Pat Boone
'

lOpts

Which state is home to Theodore Rosevelt National Park?
- North Dakota

45pts

On "The Simpsons," we find out that Moe the Bartender used to
be a professional boxer. What were the boxing names given to
im, in no particular order.
·
.
- (first) Kid Gorgeous, (then) Kid Presentable, (then)
Kid Gruesome, (and lastly) Kid Moe

HOUR16

lSpts

What element's atomic weight is closest to its atomic number?
- -~ Hydrogen

25pts

What kind of metal w:a,.s Wolverine's claws mad~ of?
- Adamantium
•- , ..,, c. -~ , · -- · ---

50pts

VISUAL TRIVIA # 4 - Please give us the naf!le of the pictured
celebrity who recently had a street on the State Fair grounds
renamed in his honor?
- Dan Patch (THE HORSE)

-

Who was the founder of Bacardi rum?
- Facundo Bacardi Maso
, 40 pts

-145 pts

What superhero said th.is in the this 1996 milk ad: "After a
grueling day of de(ending the earth from piracy, greed and cruelty I
just can't-wait to kick back and pour myseff a drink, of milk ,that is. With 9 essential ~utrients that help. ma~e me strong, like protein,
calcium and vitamin D, it's the beverage of choice for most '
superheroes."
.'.
··
- The Phantom (Billy Zane2
In 1929 Adolf Hitler wrote a fan letter to an actress s_tating-she was

his favorite American actress. What female. held this dubious
honor?
- tina Basquette
lOpts

Who wrote the book, Salem's Lot?
- Stephen King
In the TV series "Dinos~urs," what was the name of the show they

watched that has a dinosaur keepi!lg a talking pet human in the
stable.
.
,,.
,
·
- "Mr. Ugh" _
25pts

"'

'
(Audidisc # 153) Please
name this musician. (33.7 secs)

'.'

- Taj Mahal

r

HOUR17

15pts

When is Easter this year?
- March 30

20pts

What was El Greco's real name?
-- Domenikos Theotokopoulus

50 pts

The VISA credit card print ad titled "Always a bridesmaid, never a
bride," features Stacy Rothman's wallet. What health club facility
does she belong to?
··
- Westwood Workout

40 pts

In the movie "Spaceballs," what three speeds would one find on

SPACEBALL 1?
-- Light

-- Ridiculous - Ludicrous

35 pts

What is the name of the guy in the operation board game who you
remove body parts from?
- Cavity Sam

85 pts

(Audidisc # 63 )What movie gave us this make out tip? (:17 secs)
-- "The Seven Year Itch"

lOpts

Under what letter on a Bingo card, would you find the customary
free space?

-N
35 pts

In the movie "Muppets Treasure Island," what book does Gonzo

come across while looking for the treasure map in Billy Bones
chest?
- "Diplomacy" by Henry Kissinger
20pts

This past month, as a promotion for Harrod's Big January store
sale, Goldie Hawn rode atop a fiberglass facsimile of an animal,
thus raising $80,000 to help protect the species. What was the
animal?
- Asian Elephant

HOUR18
/

-

~

15pts

Give us the titles of the Mad Max trilogy? ..
- Mad Max - Mad Max II OR Road Warrior
- Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome

20pts

Who won the 1945 Pulitzer Prize for music?
- Aaron Copeland; ("Appalachian Springs")

70pts

MAD magazine has always poked fun at everyone. Recently they
ran a fake ad on hair colors called "Just for Rodman." Please give
us three of the seven colors shown. - Leprechaun Green
- Basketball Orange
- Batman Blue
-- Banana Yellow
- Chalky White
- Cadillac Pink
- Fire Truck Red

30 pts

Who are the members of the Goo Goo Dolls?
- Johnny Rzenik - Robby Takac

. ;, ,,

- 35 pts

I ~ '

-= Mike Malinin

In what Afric_a n country was the location set for the planet of
Tattooine in the movie "Star Wars?"
-- Tunisia

155 pts

In the T-Files audio theater production, parts of five_songs are
used. Please name the artist and title of all five songs.
- Black Sabbath "Paranoid"
- Shake a Hamster Band "Trivia Girl"
- Shake a Hamster Band "Headless Cowboy Monkey"
- Shake a_H~ter. "Weiss"
- J. Geils B~cl "Free~e Frame"

l0pts

During what war does the TV series· "M*A*S*H" take place in?
-- Korean War ·

50pts

25 pts

- Only five vice presidents have ever visited the -Minnesota state fair while in office. Please give us their names .
..:. Al Gore;
- Theodore Roosevelt;
- Calvin Coolidge - Walter Mondale;
- Hubert Humphrey
What president is represented outside Empire Apartments in
downtown St. Cloud?
-- Abe Lincoln

~
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lOpts

What popular TV show is this years trivia contest spoofing?
- "X-Files"

25pts

Jeff Beck released a single "Hi-Ho Silver Lining", who was the
vocalist on the B side of that single?
- Rod Stewart

70pts

Jay Leno, comedian, surprisingly won funniest male honors in his
high school in 1968. What high school was he in and who was his
female counterpart for this award?
- Andover (high school), Lyn Deyermond (funniest
female

25pts

What was the original name Margaret Mitchell choose for Scarlet
O'Hara in her book Gone With The Wind?
-- Pansy O'Hara

40pts

Over the past 25 years, the Girl Scout Motto hasn't changed a bit.
But, in 1996, they modified it by eliminating one word from their
motto.
What was the word that they eliminated?
-- cheerful

75pts

(Audidisc # 157) Name this TV show. (:34 secs)
- "Gentle Ben"

lOpts

Back in the 1980's, gumballs were given out in the mail promoting
a new product. What was that product?
_: Nutrasweet

35pts

Name the Hungarian that proved a circle can be cut into a finite
number of pieces that can be reassembled into a square?
-- Miklos Laczkovich

25pts

Name the X-Files episode in which visual effect technicians used
condoms to impersonate asparagus-shaped monsters?
- Firewalker

HOUR 20 _

15p_ts

20pts
65 pts

40pts

-

~

In 1996, After this singer sold over 16 million albums, The
Recording Industry Association, of America gave him the title of
Top Selling Solo act of all time. Who was he? ,--- Garth Brooks
Who was Entertainment Weekly's Entertainer _of the year?
- Rosie O'Donnell
,
_
What did the Governor of Nevada officially rename State Route
375 in April of 1996?
, - The Extraterrestrial Highway
(Audidisc # 44) Please name this filmand its director. (17.2)
-- The Wild Bunch
-- Sam Peckinpah

35pts

Wnat were the names of-Scarlett's 3 children in In the book Gone
With The Wind? _
-- Wade Hampton Hamilton - Bonnie Blue Butler Ella Lorena Kennedy
-

90pts

In the book "Generations", authors Neil Howe-:_a nd William
Strauss contend ,that there are four types of generations. Some qf
the traits listed under one type are picaresque, pragmatists, hard to
fool, etc... and:Cthe prominent members
include George
- Washington'. What type of generation are we -looking for and what
generation does George fit intor
_
- reactive (type), liberty (ge_neration)

-

10 pts

What is the name of the Major League Baseball Detroit Tigers
mascot?
--Paws
In the Nick Park's film The wrong tro14sers what is the villainol!-S
penguins name?
- Feathers McGraw

25pts

What was the real name of the bridge dubbed Galloping Gertie?
-Tacoma Narrows Bridge

L
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lOpts

What are the names of MTV's Rock-n-Jock basketball teams?
....: Bricklayers
- Violators

30pts

Dilbert tells Dogbert that he joined a club called
S.E.W.L.T.U.I.F.E. translated Single Executives Who Love To Use
Initials For Everything. What was Dogbert's reply?
- B.F.D. OR Big Furry Deal

60 pts

What is the American Translation for the gate that ·overlooks
Tienanmen (tee-en-ah-men) Square?
- The Gate of Heavenly Peace

35pts

Al Capone, the notorious gangster, had a 1931 Cadillac Phaeton
(fay-tahn) v-16 Sedan, complete with bullet-proof glass, armor
plating, compartments for machine guns, and so on. Excluding on- /
the-road tours, where would you go to view this car?
- Las Vegas, Nevada OR Imperial Palace Auto
Collection

)-

0

45pts

At what event did the x~Files collectible card game make their
world debut at in Aug. 1996?
- Gen-Con

85pts

A Minnesota company built the tower that housed the Olympic
torch during the 1996 games _in Atlanta. What is the name of
that company?
-- American Structural Metals

lOpts

Who won the 1959 Daytona 500?
-- Lee Petty

45pts

(Audidisc # 184) Please identify this singer, and the creator of the
character of whom he is singing about. (36.4)
- Louis Prima
-- A.A. Milne ·

20pts

Please give us the name of the first space station.
-- Salyut 1

r
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15 pts

What is the name of the bully in the comic strip Calvin and
Hobbes?
·
-Moe

15 pts

Name the -only lonely bachelor President of the United States?
-- James Buchanan

75pts

(Audidisc #56) Please identify this speake!. (13.1)
-- Carl Albert -

45pts

What city in Mo;;taria changed its name to Joe, honoring one of
tne gre<!-t quarterbacks of all time?
- Ismay (pop 22 at the time)

35 pts

Brady trivia time-Marcia Marcia Marcia went solo from the
prestigious -Brady Bunch Band in an attempt to twang her way
back up the popularity charts. What was the na.me of her debut
solo album?
,
- when you get a little lonely

:. 75pts -

What are the 7 phase's in playing the X-Files collectable card game
in order?
1. Briefing
2. Healing
3. Requisition
4. Deployment
5. Case AssignmE:nt
6 / Investigation
7. Debriefing

lOpts

What was the 21st state to enter the union?
- Illinois

45pts

In the "Hurricane" episode (#4f07) of the Simpsons, what cartoon
TV character was shown as a patient in the Springfield Mental
institute other than the usual nuts on the show?
-- Jay Sherman (The Critic)

20pts

~

What was the date of the last coin minted in San Francisco and
what kind of coin was it?

- March 25, 1955; a penny
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15 pts

William Shatner produced a series of novels about an ex-cop who
was framed and sent to jail for using what kind of drug?
-Tek

20pts

In the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes," give us the first and last

name of the little girl that has a crush on Calvin.
:_ Susie Perkins
75pts

35 pts

45pts

John Mortimer's fictional barrister, Rumpole of the Old Bailey,
frequents a fictional pub named Pomeroys. Please give us the name
of the authenic public house which served as Mortimer's model
for Pomeroys?
/
- Elvinos
What was the name of the 6 year old Romeo who gave a girl a kiss
on the cheek and was suspended from school for a day because of
"inappropriate- behavior?"
- Jonathan Prevette
In the pilot movie, for the show that was to become "Forever

Knight," who played the lead character Nick Knight?
- -Rick Spring(ield
,
75pts

In a recent episode of "Babylon Five," Ambassador G'Kar and

security officer Zack are talking in Michael Giribaldi's Geer-eh-baldee's) room. G'Kar notices a picture of Daffy Duck in the room and
asks Zack if the image is one of Giribaldi's gods. Zack replies in the
affirmative. We would like to know what god is it supposed to be?
- the god of Frustration
10 pts

What sport shoe company has the current slogan "Just do it?"
-NIKE

25pts

(Audidisc # 58) Please name this North American Bird. ( 19.8)
- Eastern Screech Owl

15pts

If you were to order a seafood and bacon sub topped ~ith lettuce,
sprouts, tomato and real mayonnaise from Erbert's & Gerbert's
what would it be called?
'
-' The Geeter
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15 pts

What are the names of the light orange deeds in the regular
American version of Monopoly?
-- St. James Place;
- New York Avenue;
-- Tennessee Avenue

20pts

What Clint Eastwood film spawned the phrase, "Make My Day?"
- S~dden Impact

60 pts

Paddington Bear received a Christmas gift of a leather _scrapbook
from his special friend, Mr. Gruber. What did Paddington write as
his entry?
_- Paddington Brown, 32 Windsor Gardens,
Lundun (London),
England, Yurope (Europe)
the World

45pts

Name the engineering tool invented by an English clergyman
William Oughtred (aw-tread)? (Please spell out the last name)
- The Slide Rule_
'>

Please give us all the epo~ (ee-pocks) you would find in the
Cenozoic (sehn-oh-zoh-ihk) era?
- Holocene;
- Pleistocene;
- Pliocene;
- Miocene;
- Eocene;
- Oligocene;
- Palaeocene
85pts

In the T-Files audio theater production, five different languages are
used throughout. Please name all five languages.
-- Polish
-- English -- Malaysian OR Malay
-- Sp8ftish - Pig Latin -

15pts

(Audidisc # 43) Who wrote this motion picture screenplay? (7.2)
- Ray Bradbury (Film is Moby Dick)
.

35pts -

On January 12th of this year some people celebrated the pseudo
birth of HAL the computer'. According to "2001: A Space Odyssey,"
where was HAL to have been born?
-- Urbana, Illinois

20pts

What was the name of Jimmy Carter's campaign plane?
- Peanut (One)
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15pts

What Shakespearean character could easily be a spokesperson for
laundry detergent when they utter these lines: "Out, damn red
spot! Out, I say!"?
'--- Lady MacBeth (MacBeth only will not suffice)

25 pts

Just in case we need to call her up for some answers what is Dana
Scully's Washington D.C. home phone number?
- (202) 555- 6431

75pts

The House of Representatives passed a bill that would allow the
minting of quarters that will commemorate the 50 states, starting
in 1997. What will be the first state to be so honored and why?
-- Delaware; it was the first state to ratify the
Constitution

30pts

What artist is responsible for these paintings: "Portrait of a Married
Couple," " Merry drinkers" and "The Laughing Cavalier?"
-- Frans Hals

30pts

(Audidisc # 55) Who is this speaker? (20.0)
-- Richard Daley (Mayor of Chicago 1968)

85pts

Please give us the name of the university, the name of the student
and to whom she was referring to when she made the following
comment: " I've been here laboring for five years, and now we
have a sock talking at our commencement."
- Long Island University South Hampton College;
- Samantha Chie;
- Kermit the Frog

lOpts

What is Minnesota:s newest area code?
-- 320

35pts

Who portrayed Captain Carl in the TV series "Pee Wee's
Playhouse?"
-- Phil Hartman

20pts

Which president was the first to visit all 50 states?
Richard Nixon '

1 ,,
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lSpts

Whc1_t are the three R's in regrcling?
- Reuse, Recycle, Reduce

20pts

The stretch of Chicago Avenue between 4th and 5th-street in front
of the Metrodome is now caUed what?
-- Kirby Puckett Place

60pts

What movie did Elvis Presley anci friends see on his last evening
before en_tering the Army?
- "Sing, Boy, Sing"

45pts

- What

TV series has the most episodes?- "Bozo the Clown"

· 35pts

Give us the name of the winner of the best chili in the 30th
Annual World's- Championship Cookoff in Reno Nevada, this
year?
'
- Georgia Weller
J

250 pts

, 10 pts
40pts

25 pts

Trivia Math Runaround (PLEASE LEAVE THIS QUESTION OPEN
TILL THE END OF THE HOUR!!!) See next page

What is American Broadcasting known better as?
-- ABC
'
--..
.
What is the name of the genetically altered hamster that is Brain's
nemesis on the cartoon series Pinky and The Brain?
- Snowball
In the movie "Lethal Weapon," Martin Riggs was part of what
~project auring the Vietnam War?
'
- Phoenix (Project)

,-

FOR 250 TRIVIA POINTS!!!! Complete the following math trivia problem. Its
in two parts. When you finish answering both parts, add the together and
you'll get a month, day, and year (Example: 12345 would be January 23, of 1945).
This date is significant to one of the Musicians previously mentioned in the
contest. We want the name of the musician, the date and its significance.
Take the number of point~ accumulated by Bruce Jenner to win the
Decathalon in the 1976 Olympics.
Add to that the year that the United States will permanently tum over
he Panama Canal to Panama.
Add to that the code number for entering the North Pole in the movie
"The Santa Clause".
Subtract from that number how many hours there are in a day.
Divide that number by the number of years Tom Landry coached the
Dallas Cowboys.
Then multiply that number by the current age of Elvis if he were alive t
oday.
THIS IS THE END OF PART ONE!

For the second part, take the year motorists in Sweden began driving on
the right-hand side of the road.
.
Add to it the number of inches in a Vara, rounded down to the nearest
inch.
Divide that number into the highest amount of money attainable at one
time during the entire run of the game show Originally called "The
$10,000 (dollar) Pyramid".
Multiply that number by the lane Mark Hall was competing in when he
won the Silver medal in the 100 meter freestyle in the 1996 Olympics
Multiply that number by the number of counties in Florida.
Add to that number the sum of this years annual trivia contest number
plus next years trivia contest number, times· 10.
Take that number and add to it the number of squares in a chess. board.
Finally, take that number and add to it the opposite of lost (numerical not
directional)
This is the total of part two. Add this to part one to get your answer.

cf

r

Answer: PART ONE:
-- points accumulated by Bruce Jenner -= 8618
~ - tum over the ~anaqi.a Canal =
,
1999_
- number for~entering the North Pole= 1239
--subtract hours in·a day =
24
" --divide years 'Ihm-Landry coctched=
29
-!Ilultiply age of-'Elvis = .
62

;.S

86lB
8618+1999=10,617
10,617+1239=11,856
11,856-24=11,832
;11,832/29::::408
'; --408x62=25,296

PART TWO:

,c-

-- Sweden began driving on the right = 1967
33
- number of inches in a vara is =
$100,00
-- Highest dollar amount is =
5
---Mark Hall was in_Lane =
67
- counties in Florida =
this yr:, trivia contest (18)
next years (19) 7 37xl0=, 370
~ squares on a chesJ board:;
q4

1967
1967+33=2000
100,ooo I 2000 =50
50x5=250
250x67=16,750

1

17,184+1=17,185

- the opposite of lost= (won)
-

+

370+16,750=17,120
17,120+64=17,184

_y,

Runaround Answer: 42481
"'O n April 24, 1981, the day Rick Springfield's father passed-away.-This also the

name of the _song on the~B-Side of Success basri't Spoiled Me Yet.
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lOpts
30pts

How many days was Shannon Lucid in space?
-188
Please give us the name of Slappy Squirrel's nephew on the
cartoon series "Animaniacs?"
-Skippy

65pts

(Audidisc # 191) Name this actor and the movie he is in. (:21)
- Strother Martin in "Butch Cassidy arid the
Sundance Kid"

40pts

Who were the corporate sponsors for the still traveling exhibit,
America's Smithsonian?
-- Intel (Corporation);
- MCI (Communications Corporation);
- Trans World Airlines (Incorporated) OR TWA;
- Discover Card

50pts

In the comic strip Bloom County, Opus sent a memo to the editor
of the Bloom Beacon editor submitting cartoon strips that had been
available to the Bloom Beacon. What were the names of these
strips?
- Goofus & Rufus;
- Garfield Games);
- Atomic Mary;
- Those damed Cats

95 pts

In the TV series, "A-Team," Murdock reveals that he tried the
political process in high school by running for student council
president, but he lost on a technicality. What was that technicality?
- They weren't having elections

lOpts

What is the frequency of KVSC?
-- 88.1

, 50 pts

Who is the inventor of the pink lawn flamingos that grace some
lawns during the non snow season?
- Donald Featherstone

30 pts

What TV series has an estimated weekly audience of 2,396,839,980
viewers?
·
-- "Baywatch"

HOUR28

15pts

20pts

60pts

What are the words en.scribed on the UFO poster behind Agent
Mulders desk on The X-Files?
--"I want to believe"

~
Name the only president to graduate from the US Naval
Academy?
, - James or Jimmy-carter
Among the alternates -in the Whitewater trial was a woman who
appeared at each of her court sessions in a Starfleet uniform. The
judge dismissed the alternate after she gave_a media interview,
explaining the reason she wore the uniform. Please give us the
name of the alternate and the~udge that dismissed her. - Barbara Adams;
- ( U.S. District Judge) George Howard Gr.)
(Audidisc # 59) Who is this character talking to? (:03)
-C3PO

45 pts

- The Star of Bombay a 182 -carat star sapphire-was a gift from actor
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. to whom?
- Mary Pickford

?Opts

What was the TV series and the title-of the episode in which Kirk
and Eric Douglas worked together professionally for the first time?
- "Tales from the Crypt"
- -"Yellow"

lOpts

For ten trivia points who is buried in Grant's grave?
- Grant
-

30 pts

Where would you find the wor~d's largest pyramid?
- Cholula de Rivadabia
-

20pts

What heavenly body do these names have in common: Pan, Atlas
and Titan?
- Saturn
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15pts

What is the nearest star to us not including our sun?
- Proxirna Centauri

25pts

Who was the first winner of the Triple Crown winner for pacers?
- Adios Butler

60pts

In an "I Love Lucy" episode, Lucy and Ethel are arrested while they
are trying to cut power to "j:.ucy's TV. While they are ·being booked,
the desk sergeant believes he recognizes them as two notorious
female crooks? What two crooks are they mistaken for?
·
-- Stickyfingers Sal and Pickpocket Pearl

35pts

(Audidisc # 64) Name these two actors from this classic radio serial.
- Agnes Moorhead
- Orson Welles

40pts

In i895, C.W. Post made a hot cer~al that was intended to be a
coffee substitute. What was the original name of this product and
what is it known as now?
-- Postum Cereal Food Coffee (need full title) ·
- Postum

95 pts

According to the DNR building located on the State fair Ground only four minerals have been originally discovered in Minnesota.
Please give us the names of these four minerals.
- Pigeonite
-- Minnesotaite
- Groutite '
-- !:fibbingite

lOpts

Baby Bop is. the female companion of what large purple dinosaur?
-- Barney
-

30 pts

What artist is responsible for these paintings: "Angst," "Marat's
Death," and "The Scream?"
- Edvard Munch

35 pts

Who was the first president to attend the NCAA'a Final Four?
-- Bill or William Clinton
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15 pts

What is the name of the complimentary magazine that is available
monthly from Byerly's?
-- (The) Byerly Bag

30 pts

If you wanted to catch Dead-Air during KVSC's normal
_
- programming week, on what day and at what time would you tune
in?
- Sunday; 1:00 am

40 pts

California has both the highest point in the 48 continuous states,
Mt. Whitney, and the lowest point in No~ America, Death
Valley. Please give us the name of the county in which these are
both located in?
- Inyo (county)

50pts

(Audidisc #306) Name this TV show.

-:- My Favorite Martian 30 pts .

For who was the Bartlett pear named after?
' - Enoch Bartlett

85pts

In what city and state was the first Laundromat located and what
was it called?
- Fort Worth: Texas; Washeteria (Opened 4.18.1934)

l0pts

What TV series produced the-catch phrase, "Let's be careful out
there?"
- "Hill Street Blues"

45pts

What was the heaviest artifact in the America's Smithsonian?
- Apollo 14 command Module ( 12,694 ponds)

20 pts

Under what name did Marie McDonald McLaughlin Lawrie record
the song "To Sir, with Love?" -- Lulu

/"
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15pts

What is the more familiar name for the Polish astronomer
Mikolay Kopernick?
- Copernicus
'

30pts

·-~

-- .. . -~.

',,..,,.,.

.

'

In what Sherlock Holmes story would you find the following

statement: "When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever
remains, however improbable, must be the truth?"
-- A Sign of Four
145 pts

According to the movie "That Thing You do," what was the name
of the major motion picture that the band the Wonders appeared
in?
- "Weekend at Party Pier"

40pts

What is the name of the bimonthly publication from the Cousteau
society that focuses on children's interests?
-- Dolphin log

35pts

(Adisk file #45) Please name the film from which this sound clip is
taken.(8.1 sec)
--The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

95pts

In 1995, Cal Ripken Jr. broke Lou Gehrig's record of 2030

consecutive games played, but in 1996 Cal Ripken eclipsed the
world record of consecutive games played. Who's record did
Ripken beat?
-- Sachio Kinugasa (had 2215 consecutive games)
10 pts

What TV series this year stars Brooke Shields?
- "Suddenly Susan"

35pts

What are the 3 horse races that make up the Triple Crown for
Pacer's?
- Cane Pace OR Cane Futurity
- Little Brown Jug
- Messenger Stakes

20pts

What eight colors do you find in a regular carton of Crayola
Crayons?
- - Black
- Blue
- Purple
-- Yellow
- Green
-- Red
-Orange
- Brown

-
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15 pts -

Name the grass-roots organization that Ross Perot founded?
·
-- United We Stand America

40pts .

(Audisk file #47) What is the title of this Bugs Bunny cartoon?
(19.5 sec)
·
-Robot Rabbit

-70 pts

Who became ·the Artistic Director of the Guthrie Theater in 1996?
Joe Dowling

35pts

In the X-Files episode Pusher, please identify the classic black and
white movie that made a brief cameo appearance on Modell's
'{.V. set?
~
- - Svengali

45pts

Who was the winner of the 1996 Vardon_Trophy and for what
reason did this persori win it?
·
-Torn Lehman, scoring average(69.33 over 79 rounds)

75pts

.Picture this, a horde of aliens invade Earth and take control of it.
No superheroes around so us Earthlings manufacture some, but at
a price. Their powers will _eventually kill them. The first attempt
pits three men called The Black Watch against the horde. They
_ were successful in their battle but end up dying. Introducing the
second wave of superheroes-Snapdragon, Radian., Adept,
Marathon, Vyking, and Blackthorne. Name the comic book.
-Strikeforce Morih,l.ri

lOpts

On the cartoon Scooby Doo, what is the name of Scooby's nephew?
- Scrappy Doo ,

35pts

_What is the name of New York's famed "nudie cop," who flashed
inore than her badge in the August 1994 Playboy and has since
made appearances in TV shows such as Fox's New York
Undercover?
•
·
- Carol Shaya

15pts

Who picked up an Oscar for bothbest picture and best director
at the 1996 Academy Awards? '
- Mel Gibson
(_
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lOpts

What is the astrological sign of most moose?
- Gemini

30 pts

In the cartoon strip "Peanuts", Charlie Brown wins his first
ballgame ever only' to find ,out that-he has to forfeit the··game •
because his left-fielder bet on the game. Who was his leftfielder at the time and how much did his left-fielder bet ?
-- Rerun, 5 cents

65pts

In 1995 the French Embassy started a festival called I.C.A.F for
short. What does I.C.A.F. stand for?
-International Comic and Animation Festival

55pts

Give us the name of the man Keshia Thomas protected from
anti-Klu Klux Klan demonstrators in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Albert Mckeel Jr.

35pts

(Audisk file #46) Please name this actor and give the first, middle
and last names of his character.(8.8 sec)
-Edward G. Robinson
-Caeser Enrico Bandello

120 pts

When Coca-Cola reentered China in 1979, it discovered that th~
literal representation of Coca-Cola in Chinese characters meant
"bite the wax tadpole". With a little tinkering, they substituted
new characters that sounded like Coca-Cola but meant something
else. What did the new interpretation mean?
-- can happy, mouth happy

lOpts

In what part of the body are the Carpus located?
- wrist

40pts

VISUAL TRIVIA # 6
Please give us the true identities of these
lovely ladies.
-- Freddie Mercury
- Roger Taylor
- Brjan May '
- John Deacon

15pts

What was Tiny Tim's birth name?
·
-Herbert Khaury

Hour34
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lOpts

What was the ~eme C!._f last years trivia contest?
, -Trivia Fair
.,

3Spts

Please give us the n~mes of the four stories within the film Four
Rooms .
.. 'P,· ' ...
-Mi§sing Ingredient
-Wrong Man
--Misbehaviors
--The Man from Hollywood

6Spts

People magazine featured five popular comic strips ·in a "Mars"
theme segment of their publication. Please give us the names of
these five comic strips.
· -Garfield
-Rhymes with Orange
--Thatch
--Sylvia
--Jump

Start

'

1

'

;

T.0.

Name aU the professional football teams thaLhave m~e their
home in Minnesota.
-'-Duluth Kelleys
-Duluth Eskimoes
-Minneapolis Marines- -Minneapolis Redjackets
-Fighting Pike
-M~esota Vikings

45-pts

In 1996 at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago a three year old boy fell
into a gorilla pen. Must have dropped a twinkie or something.
Anyhow, what was the nam~ of the gorilla that picked him up and
carried him to the door orthe pen?
·
-Bint_a Jua (must spell it)

70 pts -

Who narrates the REM song "Star me Kitten" on the CD Song; in
th~ key of X?
-William S Burroughs-

lSpts

Who applied for the first patent of a telescope?
-Hans Lippershey (1608)
-

SO pts

In te; ms .of literary works, what -~re the pen names of Theodore
Geisel?
-Dr. Suess, Theo Lesteg, Rosetta Stone

25 pts

(Audisk file #53) Please give us the common name of this North
American bird. (10.9 sec)
·
·
·
-Northern Flicker

1
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15pts

What was the first song played by the country duo Brooks and
Dunn at their 1996 State Fair appearance?
--Little Miss Honky Tonk

25pts

We would like to know the names of all the movies in the
"Planet of the Apes" series. We already gave you the first one.
-Beneath the Planet of the Apes
-Escape from the Planet of the Apes
-Conquest of the Planet of the Apes
-Battle for the Planet of the Apes

For 300 ultimate trivia pts. We at area 51 want to know all the titles of the
squares on the perimeter of the playing board, in the board game
"Monopoly" excluding chance and community chest. Sound too
easy?? Well, we want you to get them from the "Star Wars
Limited Collectors Edition Monopoly" game and to help you
out, we are going to tell you that each color on the board
represents a place, each utility represents an energy exchange
system and each railroad is a spaceship. To help you out even
more, we are telling you that corners are the same as in the
original game, so they are not needed for the answer.

(phone bank: examples-Tatooine is incorrect; Tatooine Lar's
Homestead is correct so give it an incomplete only)
Dagobah Swamp
Dagobah Yodas Hut
Docking Tax
Tie Fighter
Hoth echo base
Hoth Frozen Plains
Hoth North Ridge
Tatooine Lars' Homestead
Reactor Core
Tatooine Mos Eisley
Tatooine Jabba's Place
Millennium Falcon
Yavin Four War Room
(yaa-vin)
Yavin Four Massassi Temple
Yavin Four Temple Throne room

Cloudcity Landing Platform
Cloudcity carbon freezing chamber
Cloudcity reactor control room
X-wing fighter
Death Star Landing Bay
Death Star Throne Room
Moisture Farm
Death Star Central Core
Ender Forest
Ender Shield Generator
Ender Ewok Village
Star Destroyer
Coruscant Monument Square
(core~us-cant)
Bounty
Coruscant Imperial Palace

Video games now even have a rating system. Give' us the five
ratings.
-" -EC OR early childhood, -KA OR kids to adults,
--TOR teens, - M-OR mature:
-A OR adults only

30pts

-- -··! .,. __ __
l -

'" "

35pts

Five commemerative stamps that came out in 1996 featured
dances of Native Americans. Please give us the names of the
dances portrayed on these stamps.
--butterfly, fancy, hoop, -traditional, raven

20pts

Please give us the name of Tennessee's Tuxedo's walrus friend.
- Chumley

lo p_ts

1

Team _trivia time-what book by Ricky Jay is also a name of one
of the teams playing this year?
--Learned Pigs and Firepro~f Women

;:

HOUR36
lOpts

What are the first names of the comedians, Laurel and Hardy?
-- Stan and Oliver (Ollie)

25pts

We want to know who are the only first ladies buried in
Arlington National Cemetary?
--Helen Taft -Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis

60pts

Sesame Place theme park is home to shows performed by "Big
Bird & Company". What are the names of the 10 lovable
Sesame Street friends that belong to this group?
-Big Bird -Elmo - Cookie Monster
-Grover
-Zoe
-Oscar the Grouch
-The Count -Prarie Chicken

-Bert
-Ernie

35 pts

On June 7th, 1776 before the Continental Congress in
Phildelphia, who proposed a declaration that the colonies "are,
and of right ought to be, free & independent states"?
-Richard Henry Lee

50 pts

(Audi file #293) Who is this broadcast reporter? (45.7 sec)
-Richard Threlkeld

150 pts

The Science Museum of Minnesota's Invention Adventure
exhibit featured the Lego 500 winners circle along with the
winning cars they made from legos. Give us the name of the
winner from each of the four age categories.
-Abby Klein -Kelsey Kranz -Braden Kranz
-Cissy Holland

lOpts

What is King Arthur's most popular sword?
--Excaliber

25pts

Minnesota is home to the largest mall in the US, but what is the
name of the Canadian Mall that holds claim to being the largest
mall in the world?
-West Edmonton Mall

20pts

What Muslim holiday is the 1st celebrated in the 9th month of
the Islamic calendar?
--Romaden

Hour 37

Nam~ the cruise ship used -~ the
·
-Pacific P_rincess

lOpts

JY series
-

"Love Boat"?

·

(GOHN-ZHA BOH:HAH-ZHOU},
Who is Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu better known a_s?
-Mother Theresa
(Audi file #166) Please name the composer of this song, the artist
performing it and the_1987 film on which it was hasecl. (27.2 sec)
-Tom T. Hall (Hello_Vietnam)
-Johnny Wright
-Full Metal Jacket
:,_

60-pts

- PBS television recently aired the farcical,comedies of P.G.
Wodehouse (Wood-House) in-the .persons of two of his best
- known chara cters, · Wooster and Jeeves. One of their classic
misadventures is entitled, The Code of the Woosters. What is
the exact wording of.the _coge of the Woosters?
- "Never let a pal down"
I
,)

,

What is the name of the English actor who mad~ the line
~"Pardon ine, but do you have any Grey Poupon,'' famo1;:1.s?
_ - --Ian Richardson (no relation that we know of)

45 pts

Where &cf Dr. Watson store his papers chronicling Sherlock
Holmes cases?
_
-In the vaults o f Cox's'Barik at C-haring Cross

60pts

In the story the Three Billy Goats Gruff, what is the fabled
creature that lives under-the bridge?
,
:.-troll
-

lOpts

e-

Last year the KVSC in,,.house band~ Shake a Hamster Band
roduced a cassette called Trivia Gold. Who was responsible
for the cover art? ~

30pts

--Mugsy-(Lauer)

What is David Duchovny's father's name?
-Amram Duchovny

20p!?

c-

Hour 38

lOpts

What pond did Thoreau write about?
'
--Walden

20pts

(Audi file #48) Please name this film and the ~uthor of the book on
which·it is based. (19.5 sec)
.,,,, '· · ' - -· - -The Old Man and the Sea
-Ernest Hemingway

65 pts

Where did Sherlock Holmes purchase his Stradivarius violin and
how much did he pay for it?
_
-he bought it from a pawnbroker in Tottenham
-Court for 55 Shillings

40 pts

_Please give us the 6 titles that comprise Stephen King's Green Mile
Series.
'
~
--The Two Dead Girls
_ -Coffey's Hands
--The Mouse on the Mile
--Night Journey
-The Bad Death of Eduard Delacroix
--Coffey on the Mile

40pts

What is .the name of the museum in which you would find the
oldest known Stars and Stripes?
-Bennington Museum
_ (located in Old Bennington VT)

125 pts

(visual trivia *9) The two Alaska women that dubbed themselves
"parking Fairies" with the slogan "power to the people" use this as
their means of transportation. What are the names of these two
women and what is the name they have chosen for this vehicle?
-Linny Pacillo, Susan Pacillo-Reinhart (names)
-Fariymobile (vehicle name)

lOpts

What's the name of the monthly publication that condenses most ,
of it's stories?
--Reader's Digest

20 pts

What flower and instrument share the same spelling of their
name thought the pronunciation is different?
--Viola

20pts

In the Taco Bell commercials aimed at the Saturday morning
cartoon audience, what are the names of the dog and cat?
--Nacho (cat)
--Dog (dog)

HOUR39'

10 pts

What publi~ation boasts "All the business news you need,
when you need it?"
- JJ
--The Wall Street Journal

30pts

In the comic series "X-M:en" what was the name of the

anthropologist who created the' Sentinels?
- Bolivar Trask
85pts

In 1992, basketball great Kevin McHale walked down the street
dressed as Snow White for this Minnesota town's 4th of July

parade. Name the town.
--Side Lake
45pts

What does the star between the words "Wal" and "Mart" ( as in
the store) commemorate?
-the passing away of Sam Walton

35pts

In the NATO alphabet if A= Alpha and B= Bravo what would

KVSC be?
90 pts ~

10 pts

- Kilo Victor Sierra Charlie

VISUAL TRIVIA #10 This picture was taken in a room at the
White House that is off limits to photographers. So we here at
~ Area 51 would like to know, who snapped this ·picture and in
which' room was it taken? ·
·
- Chelsea Clinton; Treaty Room
How many herbs and spices does Kentucky Fried Chicken state that
they have? ·
·-- 11

40 pts

-

(Audi file #42) The segment of music you're about to hear

includes the end of one song and the beginning of another:..
Please name both songs and the band. (17 sec)
-Time Loves a Hero

- Day or Night
-- Little Feat
20pts

-

,.,.

Who voiced the 1993 audio book "Shindler's List"?
-- Ben Kingsley -

Hour 40

lOpts

20pts
75pts

Please give us the name of the 14 year old coun_try music singing
sensation who performed a concert in St. Cloud this past week.
- - Lee Ann Rimes
Who is the radio character spokesman for Wicks furniture
-Chester Drawers
The syndicated sitcom "Cheers", features Carla, the fiesty barmaid.
Please _give us Carla's full name.
1

-Carla, Maria, Victoria, Angelina, Teresa, Apallonia,
Luzerpone, Tortelli, LeBec

50 pts

Sherlock Holmes once became engaged to be married, although not
with any romantic intent. To whom was he engaged?
- Agatha (Charles Milverton's housemaid)

45pts

Just about everyone knows that the October issue of LIFE magazine
is a collage of LIFE magazine covers that depicts Marilyn Monroe.
On page 25 of the magazine it notes that two of the issues, one with
David Cassidy and another of Sean Connery make up her beauty
mark and her left eye,respectively. Our question is, what were the
dates on these two issues?
- October 27, 1961; January 7, 1966

80pts

Who was crowned queen to Steve Martin's king at the 1963 Garden
Grove high. school senior coronation dance?
-Pat Floyd

lOpts

' How many teams are competing in this years trivia contest?
--48

50pts

At w}:lat radio station in Macon Georgia did James Brown cut a
_demo record of his version of "Please, please, please?"

- WIBB
15 pts

Who discovered the Straits of Magellan?
-- Ferdinand Magellan

Hour 41

15 pts

What do the initials S.E.A.L. stand for in the navy?
-SEa-Air-Land (Team)
-

25pts

What was the specific charge brought against Lorena
Bobbitt-when she did the unthinkable to her husband?
-malicious wounding

60pts

Visual Trivia #11: Who was the regionai- Minneapolis
market winner of the Oscar ~eyer talent search?
-Vincent Noble (Rosemount, MN)

50pts

Please give us the real names of the brothers that host
the long-running National Public Radio show Car Talk.
- --Tom and Ray Magliossi_

35pts

What story was the basis of the movie "Rollerball?"
~
- Rollerball Murder(s) (by William Harrison)

150 pts

(AUDIO #341) Please give us the title of these works and

the artist(s). - Sing Sing Sing , Benny Goodman.
- In the mood , Glenn Miller
' -- Birdland , Weather Report
- Rise , ·Herb Alpert
-Take Five , Dave Brubeck Quartet
-A string of Pearls, Glenn Miller
-Mo' Better, Blues , Branford Marsalis Quartet
20pts

What is the name of the dating game show that launched Jenny
McCarthy's TV career?
"'
- "Singled Out"

45pts

Please_give us the name of th~ actor that plays Mr. McFeely, the
Speedy Delivery man on the television series "Mr.· Roger's

Neighborhood?"
- David Newell
20pts

In what tournament did Tiger Woods win his first pro title?
- Las Vegas (Nevada) Invitational

HOUR42
~

15pts

Who

20pts

What film won the 1995 National Society of Film Critics Best
Picture honors?
- "Babe"

65pts

Who won the 69th annual Scripps Howard Spelling Bee and what
was the word that she spelled correctly to win??
- Wendy Guey, vivisepulture

40pts

VISUAL TRIVIA #5 Who is the person under the make up and
who is supposed to be?
- Willard Scott
- Ronald McDonald

55pts

(Audidisc #128) Who is this speaker and of what ship is he
speaking? {15.2 sec)
- Dean Rusk
- Pueblo

105pts

What was the name of the Barbie that was specifically designed for
attendees of the 1996 National Barbie Doll Collector's Convention
Philadelphia?
- Bandstand Beauty Barbie

in

the author of the "Guilty as Sin"?
-Tami Hoag

lOpts

What two actors played the Blues Brothers in the movie with the
same title?
·
- Dan Ackroyd & John Belushi

35pts

What was the name of the Restaurant run by brothers Prima,
and Sec0ndo, in "Big Night"?
- Paradise

Hour 43
. Who is the author of Huckleberry; Finn?
- Mark Twain or Samuel Clemens
45 pts

Who received the 1996 Direct,ors Guild of America D.W. Griffith
Award? -Woody Allen

65pts

KVSC's in house band, Shake a Hamster recorded the "T-Files
Theme" recently. The song is really a medley. Please name the
seven songs in the medley. - X-Files -= Mission Impossible - Annie
- Gilligan's Island - 99 Red Balloons - Star Trek
- Close Encounters (of the Third Kind)

35pts

(Audisk file #156) Please riame this actress and the character she
portrays.(25.3sec)
-Jennifer O'Neill
-Dorothy (film- Summer of '42)

50p~s

Please give us the name and rank of the oldest officer killec;l in the
civil war and what battle he was involved in at the time of his
death.
'"" - Major General James McPherson - Battle of Atlanta

150 pt

The senior surviving officer of the Titanic's sinking was credited, by
the investigatory commissions associated with the tradgedy,as
having saved countless lives. Twenty-eight years later, aboard his
private 58 foot power cruiser, he and his son were responsible for saving 130 lives
at sea. Give us (1) the officer's name (2) the name of his crusier, and (3) the rescue
operation in which he was involved.
- Charles Herbert Llghttoller
- SUNDOWNER
- (Evacuation of) Dunkirk

l0pts

Please give us the ingredients that make up a Dairy Queen Buster
Bar.
- soft serve ice cream, peanuts, fudge, and choclate dip

70pts

30pts

J

In John Travolta's new movie "Michael", what is the licence plate
number on the b1ue station wagon they drive to Chicago in?
-ABA 539
In April of 1995, KCLD's morning show, The Breakfast Clul;,, had a call-in to vote

on the best T.V. -news hair. Who were the winners, male and female. How hard
can it be?
- Paul Majors (male), Pat Miles (female)

Hour 44 -Baseball hour! Back by popular demand! But with a new twist!

15:pts

25pts

Susan Sarandon and Tim Robbins met while making a film with
Kevin Costner. What was the name of the film?
-Bull Durham
After the New York Yankees won the 1996 World Series, two team
members guest-starred on an episode of Seinfeld. George was
demonstrating the proper technique of batting. Which two
Yankees appeared in the scene?
-Bernie Williams
-Derek Jeeter·

100 pts

Please give us the names of all the retired ballplayers that made a
cameo appearance in the 1992 movie "Pastime".
-Duke Snider
-Bob Feller
-Ernie Banks
-Harmon Killebrew

55pts

On July 13, 1934, Babe Ruth's record setting 700th home run sailed
over the right field wall at Navin Field. The ball was retrieved by a
youngster who traded it to Ruth for a reward. What was the
reward?
-$20.00 bill and an autographed replacement ball.

50pts

The oldest minor league baseball pitcher in Minnesota played on
the Apple Valley A's in 1996. What is his name?
- Joe Jensen

150 pts

Please give us the names of the individuals and/ or groups that
performed the National Anthem at each of the six games of the
World Series.
- Robert Merrill
-Tichina Arnold -All 4 one
-John Popper
-En Vogue -Christina Lynn Skleros

1996

lOpts

What is the theme song for Charlie Sheen's character in the movie
"Major League."
-Wild Thing

55 pts

Who was the first president to throw out a baseball on baseball's
opening day and which two teams were playing?
- William Taft;
- Washington Senators and the Philadelphia A's
OR Philadelphia Athletics

30pts

In 1969, Harmon Killebrew hit his record home run into a stadium
seat. Where can that chair be found today?
--Camp Snoopy OR Mall of America

Hour 45

lOpts

What is the state domestic animal of our neighbor Wisconsin?
--(dairy) cow

20pts

'Who 1st discovered tliat burning J:\ydroge!1 produces water?
--Joseph Priestley

60pts

Please J st the. six items that make up the one million dollar rubix
cube.
-,,.
--Diamonds.
--Emeralds
--Sapphires
-Yellow Sapphires
--Rubies
--Amethysts

55pts

In the TV series "Highlander," the Watcher known as Adam
Pearson was actually an Immortal. Please give us Adam's real
name. '·
--Methos

'30pts

The.: 1996 European Comics Exhibit Tour visited 10 states in the US.
Where was the last city and state that the tour visited?
--Houston, Texas

85pts

~(Audj file #49) The folowing piece of music is based ort the work of
author Mickey Spillane. Who is the writer/arranger? (19.4 sec)
-John Zorn

~

~

10 pts
35 pts

What are the ~all letters for the St. Cloud State television station?
--UTVS
~

'

(Audi file #52) Ple_g.se give us the last name fo the Joey to which
this artist is referring.
- --Buttafuoco

y
F

Hour 46
This is the last chance to get a doozy!!! Hold on to your thinking caps and
get ready for THE BIG ONE!!!
10 pts

What was the name of the fuzzy red must-have Seasame Street
toy during the 1996 Orristmas Season in the United States on planet
Earth (we hope this is clear and eliminates any disputes).
-Tickle Me Elmo

45pts

Name the two famous faces who played the infamous "men in
black" in the"Jose Chung's 'from outer space' " episode of the XFiles?
- Alex Trebek, Jesse Ventura

65 pts

In the original Nickelodeon cartoon-"Doug", what is Doug Funny's all-time
favorite song and what band sings it?
-Kill~r Tofu (song), The Beets (band)

35 pts

The Star Trek mythos has-spawned several TV series as well as movies, but also has several series of books. Among these series are books for young
adults called "Star Trek: the Next Generation Starfleet Academy." What was . the
first book in this series?

7

-- Worf's First Adventure

I

30pts

What is the name of the Dinosaur Fred Flintstone·works on picking up boulders at
the Rockhead & Quarry Construction Co.?
- _Charley or Charlie

For350

Trivia Points - D-C Comics issued an Animaniacs comic book in November of
1996 entitled "The Y-Files". What we at Area 51 would like you to do is please
name every character, animated or real, mentioned in the dialogue.

(Announcers, Please do not close this question until the end of the hour!!!!)
- Fox Muldy
- Professor Wong
- Dana Scowly
- Doctor Morgan
- Rip Taylor
- Gillian Anderson
- John Goodman
-- Brain
-- Pinky
- Cher
- Dalai Lama
Pileggi (Mitch)
Addled (Sheriff)
- Batman
- William Shatner
- Sore Throat
-- Alicia Silverstone
-- The Warner Sister OR Dot OR Little Dotty
-- The Warner Brothers
lOPTS

How do you spell Queequeg, which is the name of Dana Scully's dog on the TVs
eries X-Files.
'
-Q ueequeg

20pts

What was Patsy Cline's real name?
-- Virginia (Patterson) Hensley

HourA7

- 15 pts
20 pts

80 pts

50 pts

. 50 pts

What is Indiana's state tree?
~ -Tulip tree
Pleas~ give us the answer to the first trivia question asked during
T-files weekend?
_
'· ___,,,,,.,,,;,,,,, ·· -,,,-,"'--- -~•-Marcella Powers-· -' In honor of its 1000th restaurant opening, Boston Market ·
sculpted 1000 lbs. of mashed potatoes titled "Mt. Eatmore" after
another famous mountain. Who were-the four faces put on this
edible sculpture?
_
-Clinton, Perot, Dole, and William Weld
(Mass.Governor)
And now for our annual Crash Test Dummies question.
According to the animated series, The Incredible Crash Dummies,
what is the name of the child in the carseat character?
- Skid th'e Kid
In Nick ':rarks Academy award winning movie "The Wrong
Trousers", what was the real -name of these trousers and what
did Wallace get them for in the first place?
-techno-trousers, walking the ·dog
,.
(or walking Grommit)

lO0pts

(Audi file # 175) The song you are about to hear features Steve
_ Lawrence, Dan Daily and Carol Burnett. . This performance was
part of an NBC-TV special ·which aired in the 1950's. Please
name the program. (33.7 sec)
-The General Motors 50th Anniversary Show
OR-Jhe Happ'iness Show

15 pts

What do the letters FM and AM stand for?
• _-Amplitude m~odula\ on,_ frequency modulation

50pts

Please give us the name of the artist commissioned to design the
programs and posters for the 1997 Grammy Awards
-Alexandra Nechita

40pts

Country music star Randy Travis was a leader in the great
country comeback of the 80's. He made his first nationally. broadcast
TV appearance on January 18, 1984. What name did he perform
under, and what was the name of the album he was
promoting?
-Randy Ray, Randy Ray at the Nashville Palace

HOUR48

15pts

In the TV series, "A Team," both B.A. and Murdock had the same
blood type. Please give their blood type and be specific.
- AB negative--

20pts

"Rescue from Gilligan's Island", an NBC comedy movie, made
castaways again of all but one of the original cast members from
the original TV series. Name the star that was missing and who
teplac~d her.
-Tina Louise, Judith Baldwin

75pts

(AUDIO TRIVIA) What is the name of this song and who sings
it?
-Junk Food Junkie
-Larry Groce

35pts

In the closing credits of the TV sitcom, Frasier, we hear Kelsey

Grammer singing about tossed salads and scrambled eggs.
According to the shows co-creator David Lee, what were the
tossed salad and scrambled eggs suppose to represent?
_- (Confused and mixed up) Radio Callers
35pts

What music video of Rick Springfield's shows him portraying
three different -characters-himself, a Mr. Rogers lookalike, and a
Wayne Newton wannabee?
-Dance This World Away

115 pts
the

What were the keelyard identification numbers of the Titanic and
Olympic used by the Harland and Wolffe shipbuilders in Belfast
Ireland.
-401=Titanic; 400= Olympic

15 pts

Who played Long John Silver in the movie "Muppet Treasure
Island?"
_- Tim Curry

25 pts

Visual Trivia#7 What magazine cover did this image appear on?
-Popular Science

35pts

By what name was Larry Lurex (La Roo) better known as?
- Freddie Mercury

HOUR49

10 pts Which KVSC staff member recently won a Marconi college radio Award
and what was it for?
- Fareed Guyot -- Outstanding Documentary
Achievement
30 pts

Bryant Gurnble was known for trying_ unusua!_ food such as
Squid an Eel, a drink made from snakes blood and most stuff I
would chuck just looking at. What I want to know what is the
one food that he is repulsed by and refuses to eat?- Cheese

75pts

What is the name of the second hand store that is owned and
operated by the Winnepeg Affiliate ofHabitat for Humanity?
;
--Re-store'

45pts

What is the name of the 1st rock band_to mention the word LSD
on their record and what was the name of _the song that
mentioned it?
- The Gamblers, LSD 25; (on the B side of the Moon
Dawg album)

55 pts

(AUDISC # 339) Please give us the titles of these works.

-Fanfare for the Common Man (by Aaron
Copeland)
-Toccatta and Fegue in D minor (by Johann
Sebastian Bach)
·
-Sa~re Dance (by Ararn Khachaturian)
--Ride of the Valkyries OR Walkl!erenitt (by
Richard Wagner)
--Tritsch-Tratsch OR Gallop Polka (by Johann
Stauss)
--Eine Kleine Nachtrnusik OR A little Night Music
(by Wolfgang A Mozart)
·
--Spring (From the Four Seasons By Antoni
Vivaldi)

125 pts

The Williams Company had produced a pinball machine called
"Police Force". As part of the experience, you are to try and
capture four criminals by hitting certain areas and targets. After
capturing the four criminals, jackpot will light for a chance to go
for the master criminal and points, of course. We, at area 51,
would like to know the names of all criminals to capture and the
master criminal you have to shoot for jackpot.
-loan shark
-machine gun croc
-drug rat
-diamond weasel
--Mafiasaurus Rex \
(master criminal)

15 pts

35 pts What is the name of the 4 year old heifer: who, in 1995,
jumped a five foot slaughter house fence and hid from
authorities for a month before being befriended by Meg & Lewis
Randa?
--Emily

50pts

In John Travolta's new movie "Mi~hael", what is the name of
the bar where he does his "Chain of Fools" dance?
--Joe's

lOpts

What is the name of the creator of the TV Series the X-Files.
-Chris Carter

Hour 50

50 pts

What is Elvis Presley's legal middle name, ana how is it spelled?
_ -- Aaron_
-

50pts

What does Kirk give for a heading iit the end of "Star Trek VI: ,
The Undiscovered Country?"
_
-- "Second star to the right and straight on till
morning"
-

50pts

In the-TV series-WKRP lri Cincinnatti, before-going to the Rock
and Roll format, the station played what could best be described
as elevator music. When they switched 'formats, what was the
last sortg to be played in the old format, and who was the artist?
- "You're -Having My Baby" by the Mormon
Tabernacle choir
-

50pts

In the 1947 movie '!Miracle On 34th-Street," what does Kris
Kringle write as his date of birth on his employment card?
- (I'm) as old as my tongue, an.sf a little bit older
than my teeth

50 pts

Sean Connery-has two sets of phrases tattooed on his right arm.
Wliat are the words?
,- Mum and Dad, and Scotland _Forever

50
- ptsr

What ~as the play that Abe Lincoln was attending the' night he
was assassinated? ' ' ,
-:: Our American Cousin

-so pts

Who played the toymaker in the movie "Chitty, Chitty, Bang, Bang?"
- - Benny Hill
-

50 pts

What was the name of the home town of Rocket J. Squirrel and Bullwinkle__:
- Frostbite Falls, Minnesota ..,._
_ ·
-

-_so pts

We here at Area 51 can relate t o this 'our last question. After the
credits of what-movie would you hear the main character saying
"You're still here? It's over ... go home ... go ... "?
-- Ferris Buellet's Day Off~

